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mÉëM×üÌiÉ mÉÑÂwÉ sÉ¤ÉhÉÇ - the
extraordinary co-existence of one's vÉUÏU - one's body, and The AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I,
The mÉUqÉåµÉU in one's body, as it relates to an individual eÉÏuÉ - an individual person,
experiencing xÉÇxÉÉU kÉqÉïs - the world of changes, which means experiencing xÉÑZÉ and
SÒÈZÉ - pleasure and pain of various kinds in daily life. What is the cause for all such
All these five verses go together. Sri Krishna is talking about

experiences? That is what Sri Krishna is talking about in the next two verses.

MüÉrÉï MüUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå WåûiÉÑÈ mÉëM×üÌiÉÂcrÉiÉå |
mÉÑÂwÉÈ xÉÑZÉSÒÈZÉÉlÉÉÇ pÉÉå£×üiuÉå WåûiÉÑÂcrÉiÉå ||
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mÉÑÂwÉÈ mÉëM×üÌiÉxjÉÉå ÌWû pÉÑXç£åü mÉëM×üÌiÉeÉÉlÉç aÉÑhÉÉlÉç |
MüÉUhÉÇ aÉÑhxXçaÉÉåÅxrÉ xÉSxÉ±ÉåÌlÉ eÉlqÉxÉÑ ||

13-21

As we saw last time, mÉëM×üÌiÉ and mÉÑÂwÉ always exist naturally and inseparably together,
and never in isolation of each other. But, for the purpose of unfolding the cause for one's
worldly experiences of pleasure and pain of various kinds in daily life,
about mÉëM×üÌiÉ and

mÉÑÂwÉç

pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç

talks

as if they are two independent realities. pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç says:

MüÉrÉï MüUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå WåûiÉÑÈ mÉëM×üÌiÉÂcrÉiÉå
mÉëM×üÌiÉÈ WåûiÉÑÈ EcrÉiÉå
mÉëM×üÌiÉ is said to be, which means, one's xuÉpÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs, qÉÉrÉÉ aÉÑhÉs, xÉiuÉ-UeÉxÉç- iÉqÉxÉç
aÉÑhÉs and their mutual interactions, the qualities of one's mind and oÉÑÌ® are commonly
understood as, the cause for MüÉrÉï, MüUhÉ and MüiÉ×ïiuÉÇ
MüÉrÉï

is all ÌuÉMüÉUs - all differences, changes, and modifications with respect to the
manifestations of one's body vehicle, such as the form of one's gross physical body,
including its sense elements of sound, touch, form, taste, smell and also MüUhÉ, which
includes all instruments in the physical body, namely the instruments of perception and
action, mind, oÉÑÌ®, AWûÇMüÉU

- ego, etc., and

MüiÉ×ïiuÉÇ which means EimÉÉSMüiuÉÇ - all that is created by the MüÉrÉï and MüUhÉ - body
and its instruments, which means all of ones actions and their results. Therefore,
_____________________________________

MüÉrÉï MüUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå, the other reading is
MüÉrÉï MüÉUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå. The meaning is essentially the same. Here, MüÉrÉï means effect, and MüÉUhÉ
There is also another reading in many texts. Instead of

means cause. In the world of objects, the words cause and effect are fluid terms, because, that

MüÉrÉï MüÉUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå means
"all products of cause-effect relationships in the world of objects ". For all of them, mÉëM×üÌiÉ is the
cause, which means all of them arise from mÉëM×üÌiÉ. All of them are ¤Éå§É kÉqÉïs, xuÉpÉÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs the manifestations of the qualities of one's own mind and oÉÑÌ®. Again, that is true.
which is the cause for one is also the effect for another. Therefore,
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MüÉrÉï MüUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå mÉëM×üÌiÉÈ WåûiÉÑÈ EcrÉiÉå - the body, the instruments in the body, and
all that is created by the body and its instruments, all actions and their results, for all of

xuÉpÉÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs, qÉÉrÉÉ aÉÑhÉs - the qualities of one's mind and
oÉÑÌ®. That is how the nature of mÉëM×üÌiÉ is commonly understood. That is indeed true.
But mÉëM×üÌiÉ alone does not account for eÉÏuÉ - any individual person. mÉëM×üÌiÉ does not,
and cannot exist by itself. It exists naturally and inseparably with mÉÑÂwÉ - The AÉiqÉÉ, at
all times. It is the mÉÑÂwÉ, the AÉiqÉÉ that gives consciousness to mÉëM×üÌiÉ, and makes MüÉrÉï
MüUhÉ MüiÉ×ïiuÉå - actions and their results possible.
them, the cause is one's

The results of one's actions manifest themselves as xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ - pleasures and
pains of various kinds in daily life. Only a conscious person, a conscious self can
experience pleasure or pain of any kind. Therefore these xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ - pleasures
and pains arising from one's actions and their results would naturally appear to be only
for the mÉÑÂwÉ

- the conscious AÉiqÉÉ

in oneself.

AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I in oneself, which means the xuÉÃmÉ of oneself, would
appear to be the pÉÉå£üÉ - the enjoyer, the experiencer of the varieties of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ
- pleasures and pains generated by the ¤Éå§É kÉqÉïs, mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs - the personal qualities
of the individual person, the individual eÉÏuÉ. Therefore, pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç says:
Thus, The

mÉÑÂwÉÈ xÉÑZÉSÒÈZÉÉlÉÉÇ pÉÉå£×üiuÉå WåûiÉÑÈ EcrÉiÉå - mÉÑÂwÉÈ, The AÉiqÉÉ, The Self I in the eÉÏuÉ
- in the individual person, is said to be , which means, is commonly understood as WåûiÉÑÈ
- the cause for pÉÉå£×üiuÉÇ - enjoying, experiencing the varieties of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ pleasures and pains in daily life.
Thereby, both mÉëM×üÌiÉ and mÉÑÂwÉÈ

- both one's xuÉpÉÉuÉ and xuÉÃmÉ, both one's personal
qualities of mind and oÉÑÌ®, and The AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I in oneself, together appear to
be the cause for any individual person experiencing xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ, the pleasures and
pains of daily life.
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pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç uses the word EcrÉiÉå in each line of this verse.

EcrÉiÉå

means "is said to be", "is considered to be", "is seen to be" "is commonly
understood as", which implies such common understanding may or may not be exactly

pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç says
mÉëM×üÌiÉ is said to be the cause for the generation of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ, and mÉÑÂwÉ is said to
be the cause for experiencing that xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ. Experiencing xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ pleasures and pains of daily life is called xÉÇxÉÉU. Therefore, if one looks upon mÉëM×üÌiÉ
and mÉÑÂwÉ individually and separately, then both mÉëM×üÌiÉ and mÉÑÂwÉ would appear to be the
cause for xÉÇxÉÉU - for all of one's worldly experiences of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ.
true, and hence the matter requires further enquiry. With such implication

mÉëM×üÌiÉ and mÉÑÂwÉ are both eternal.
If mÉëM×üÌiÉ and mÉÑÂwÉ are both cause for xÉÇxÉÉU, then xÉÇxÉÉU also will be eternal for
everybody. That means liberation from xÉÇxÉÉU, liberation from the xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ
experiences of worldly life will never be possible for anybody. That means qÉÉå¤É is never
Is that true? Is it really so? No, not exactly. Because,

achievable for any individual person. This conclusion is contrary to all that we have

qÉÉå¤É, pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç has said so many
times, and our Upanishads also say so repeatedly, that qÉÉå¤É is within the reach of every

learnt so far. The very purpose of life is only to gain

person. Therefore, there is something more here for us to understand.

mÉÑÂwÉ, The AÉiqÉÉ, being the ultimate cause for everything in this creation, naturally,
mÉÑÂwÉ is also the ultimate cause for the xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ generated by the mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs,
the xuÉÃmÉ aÉÑhÉs - the personal qualities of mind and oÉÑÌ® of every individual person.
That is understandable, because, it is the existence of mÉÑÂwÉ that accounts for the very
existence of all xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ experiences.
xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs
experienced by any person. For experiencing something, there should be a xÇÉaÉ - an
association of some kind between two separate entities. AÉiqÉÉ is AxÉÇaÉ. AÉiqÉÉ is totally
But how does that make

mÉÑÂwÉ,

The

AÉiqÉÉ,

the experiencer of the

devoid of any such association. That being the case, what kind of association can there
be between the AÉiqÉÉ in the person and the xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ s experienced by the person?
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AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I, and the xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ - pleasures and pains generated by one's mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs, xuÉpÉÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs, personal qualities
of one's body-mind-intellect complex. As pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç pointed out earlier
In fact, there is no association between the

aÉÑhÉÉÈ aÉÑhÉåwÉÑ uÉiÉïliÉå
3 - 28
The mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs reside in mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs only. But there is an appearance of an
association between The AÉiqÉÉ, The Self I, and the xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs - pleasures and pains
generated by the mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs, one's xuÉpÉÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs - the qualities of the body-mindintellect complex of the person involved. That appearance of association is born of

AÌuÉ±É - ignorance of AÉiqÉÉ, The Self I, on the part of the mind and oÉÑÌ® of the
person's xÉÔ¤qÉ vÉUÏU - the subtle body, governed by the AÌuÉ±É (Self-ignorance),
which makes the person a xÉÇxÉÉËU - the experiencer of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs - the pleasures
and pains of daily life.
As we may recall again,

AÉiqÉÉ,

AÌuÉ±É

is one's ignorance of the true nature of oneself - the

The Self I. Such ignorance manifests itself as

apparent notion of I in oneself. Due to such

AÌuÉ±É,

AWûÇMüÉU -

one's mind and

the ego I, the

oÉÑÌ®

habitually

xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs generated by one's actions, on the apparent I, the ego I
in oneself. On such superimposition, the ego I identifies itself as xÉÑZÉÏ, SÒÈZÉÏ, etc. - "I

superimposes the

am happy", "I am unhappy", etc. simultaneously, generating various kinds of reactions in
the qualities of one's body-mind-intellect complex, just as what one goes through when
one's mind and oÉÑÌ® superimposes a vision of snake on a length of rope.

kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ
mind and oÉÑÌ®

This kind of mistaken association born out of ignorance of reality is called

-

superimposition of kÉqÉï of one, on that of another. When one's
superimposes the qualities of a snake on a rope, creating fear in oneself, such

kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ. Thus, when one's mind and oÉÑÌ®
superimposes xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs, which are mÉëM×üÌiÉ kÉqÉïs on mÉÑÂwÉ, The AÉiqÉÉ, The Self I,
because of one's ignorance of the xuÉÃmÉ of mÉÑÂwÉ, one finds oneself as a xÉÇxÉÉËU - the
experiencer of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs of daily life.
experience of fear is due to
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xÉÇxÉÉU is due to kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ, born of AÌuÉ±É - Self-ignorance. Let
us understand AÌuÉ±É clearly. AÌuÉ±É refers to the ignorance of one's xuÉpÉÉuÉ about
one's own xuÉÃmÉ. Everybody has such ignorance, such AÌuÉ±É. It is such AÌuÉ±É that
nourishes and sustains one's AWûÇMüÉU - ego I, the apparent notion of I in oneself, the
Such experience of

notion of oneself being other than all other selves.

AÌuÉ±É - Self-ignorance, has no form, and no peculiarities – no ÌuÉvÉåwÉ, to distinguish
one's AÌuÉ±É from that in others. In the Upanishads, the word AÌuÉ±É has a two-fold
connotation, one with reference to knowledge in general, and another with reference to

oÉë¼ÌuÉ±É - Self-knowledge in particular. With reference to knowledge in general,
AÌuÉ±É refers to all knowledge, other than Self-knowledge, which means all objective
knowledge - knowledge of sciences, arts, engineering, etc., all that knowledge is AÌuÉ±É.
With reference to oÉë¼ÌuÉ±É knowledge, AÌuÉ±É refers to ignorance of Self-knowledge.
AÌuÉ±É is ignorance of Self-knowledge, in
particular one's incapacity to recognize the xuÉÃmÉ of oneself - the true nature of the
AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I, The mÉUqÉåµÉU already in oneself. pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç described such AÌuÉ±É in
In the context we are talking about here,

Chapter 5 in this manner:

A¥ÉÉlÉålÉ AÉuÉ×iÉÇ ¥ÉÉlÉÇ, iÉålÉ qÉÑ½ÎliÉ eÉliÉuÉÈ ||
5 - 15
¥ÉÉlÉÇ - the AÉiqÉÉ ¥ÉÉlÉÇ - Self-knowledge, the vision of absolute reality of oneself, is
covered by, is obstructed by (AÉuÉ×iÉÇ) - A¥ÉÉlÉÇ - ignorance of Self-knowledge. That is
AÌuÉ±É.
As we know from common experience, ignorance has the power, both to conceal and to
create. In terms of Self-knowledge, ignorance conceals the reality of the
oneself, the inherent nature of

AÉiqÉÉ -

xuÉÃmÉ

of

The Self I in oneself, and creates the

xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ - pleasure and pain, for the individual person. By such
ignorance of Self-knowledge, by such AÌuÉ±É, all beings, all people suffer delusion,
sorrow and distress (iÉålÉ qÉÑ½ÎliÉ eÉliÉuÉÈ)
experience of
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pÉaÉuÉÉlÉç referred to such AÌuÉ±É as AurÉ£üÇ, meaning the collective Self-ignorance in all
beings, arising from the original iÉqÉxÉç aspect of qÉÉrÉÉ, while describing the nature of
¤Éå§É, earlier in this chapter :
qÉWûÉpÉÔiÉÉlrÉWûÇMüÉUÉå oÉÑÌ®È AurÉ£üqÉåuÉ cÉ

(13-5)

That AurÉ£üÇ is AÌuÉ±É. Such AÌuÉ±É creates the experience of xÉÇxÉÉU, the experience of

xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs in daily life, by kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ - one's mind and oÉÑÌ® superimposing mÉëM×üÌiÉ
kÉqÉïs on mÉÑÂwÉ, The AÉiqÉÉ, which means by superimposing the pleasures and pains
generated by the xuÉpÉÉuÉ of one's body-mind-intellect complex on the xuÉÃmÉ of oneself.
By such superimposition, by such kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ, what happens further - pÉaÉuÉÉlÉ says:
mÉÑÂwÉÈ mÉëM×üÌiÉxjÉÉå ÌWû pÉÑXç£åü mÉëM×üÌiÉeÉÉlÉç aÉÑhÉÉlÉç |
MüÉUhÉÇ aÉÑhxÉXçaÉÉåÅxrÉ xÉSxÉ±ÉåÌlÉ eÉlqÉxÉÑ ||

13-21

mÉëM×üÌiÉxjÉÈ - Being seated in the mÉëM×üÌiÉ, which means being available in one's bodymind-intellect complex

ÌWû - because of that
mÉÑÂwÉÈ mÉëM×üÌiÉeÉÉlÉç aÉÑhÉÉlÉç pÉÑXç£åü - the mÉÑÂwÉ, the AÉiqÉÉ, the eÉÏuÉ enjoys, experiences
the aÉÑhÉs - the attributes of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ - pleasures and pains, generated in the
mÉëM×üÌiÉ - in one's body-mind-intellect complex, which means the eÉÏuÉ - the individual
person awarefully enjoys, experiences, all the mÉëM×üÌiÉ generated aÉÑhÉs.
AÉiqÉÉ is available in the vÉUÏU - one's body, one
does not become a xÉÇxÉÉËU - an experiencer of xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ in daily life. For such
experience, one must take such xÉÑZÉ and SÒÈZÉ as the xuÉÃmÉ of AÉiqÉÉ by kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ,
by superimposition of the mÉëM×üÌiÉ kÉqÉïs on mÉÑÂwÉ - The AÉiqÉÉ. Such mistaken
association is due to AÌuÉ±É - ignorance of the xuÉÃmÉ of AÉiqÉÉ on the part of the mind
and oÉÑÌ® of the individual person involved. Further,
Please note here that just because
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MüÉUhÉÇ aÉÑhÉxÉXçaÉÉåÅxrÉ xÉSxÉ±ÉåÌlÉ eÉlqÉxÉÑ
AxrÉ aÉÑhÉxÉXçaÉÈ - Such mistaken association of AÉiqÉÉ with the mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs causing
xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ experiences is
MüÉUhÉÇ - the cause for
xÉiÉç - AxÉiÉç rÉÉåÌlÉ eÉlqÉxÉÑ - the births of the person in good and bad wombs, which
means the birth of people with different parentage and different circumstances. The
message here is two-fold:
For the birth of a human being, AÌuÉ±É is the MüÉUhÉ vÉUÏU - Self-ignorance is the
general cause. But for the birth of a human being, in a particular form, place and

aÉÑhÉ xÉÇaÉ - mistaken association of one's xuÉpÉÉuÉ aÉÑhÉs, mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs qualities of one's body-mind-intellect complex, with the AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I, due to kÉqÉï
AkrÉÉxÉ is the immediate cause.
circumstances,

Every body has

AÌuÉ±É.

If

AÌuÉ±É

is the only reason for the birth of a human being,

everybody will be born under the same or similar circumstances, because AÌuÉ±É has no

ÌuÉvÉåwÉ -

uniqueness. But every human being is unique. What is the cause for such
uniqueness?
The cause is aÉÑhÉ

xÉÇaÉ, born of kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ - mistaken association of the mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉs
and their interactions with The AÉiqÉÉ - The Self I. Differences in aÉÑhÉ xÉÇaÉ give rise to
differences in MüqÉï. Differences in MüqÉï give rise to differences in MüqÉïTüsÉ. Differences
in MüqÉïTüsÉ account for the differences in one's birth circumstances. That is the first
message.
The second message is this:

xÉÇxÉÉU-experiences of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ in daily life, do not belong to AÉiqÉÉ. mÉëM×üÌiÉ, by itself
cannot experience xÉÇxÉÉU, if AÉiqÉÉ - pure consciousness were not there. Therefore,
only The AÉiqÉÉ can be a pÉÉå£üÉ - the enjoyer, the experiencer of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs,
because AÉiqÉÉ alone is conscious. But AÉiqÉÉ is AxÉÇaÉÈ. It is devoid of any association.
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Then how does The
daily life?

become The

pÉÉå£üÉ - the experiencer of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉ

s in

pÉÉå£üÉ. AÉiqÉÉ always remains AxÉÇaÉ AÉiqÉÉ. It is the
mÉëM×üÌiÉ that experiences xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs in the presence of AÉiqÉÉ, because of aÉÑhÉ xÉÇaÉ
born of kÉqÉï AkrÉÉxÉ - the superimposition of mÉëM×üÌiÉ aÉÑhÉ s on AÉiqÉÉ due to AÌuÉ±É Self-ignorance. Such experience of xÉÑZÉ-SÒÈZÉs, such experiences of xÉÇxÉÉU can be
completely avoided by xÉuÉï MüqÉïTüsÉ irÉÉaÉ - by total dedication of all MüqÉïTüsÉs - results
of actions to The AÉiqÉÉ - the xuÉÃmÉ of mÉUqÉåµÉU, the xuÉÃmÉ of The Self I in oneself.
For such dedication, one must have a clear vision of mÉÑÂwÉ - The AÉiqÉÉ, in one's own
vÉUÏU - in one's own body.
In fact, The

AÉiqÉÉ

AÉiqÉÉ

Brahma Vidya

is NOT the

Sri Krishna provides that vision of
will see next time.

Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 13

AÉiqÉÉ in one's body in the next two verses, which we
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